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Abstract
Background: The annotation of biomolecular functions is an essential step in the analysis of newly sequenced
organisms. Usually, the functions are inferred from predicted genes on the genome using homology search
techniques. A high quality genomic sequence is an important prerequisite which, however, is difficult to achieve for
certain organisms, such as hybrids or organisms with a large genome. For functional analysis it is also possible to use a
de novo transcriptome assembly but the computational requirements can be demanding. Up to now, it is unclear how
much of the functional repertoire of an organism can be reliably predicted from unassembled RNA-seq short reads
alone.
Results: We have conducted a study to investigate to what degree it is possible to reconstruct the functional profile
of an organism from unassembled transcriptome data. We simulated the de novo prediction of biomolecular functions
for Arabidopsis thaliana using a comprehensive RNA-seq data set. We evaluated the prediction performance using
several homology search methods in combination with different evidence measures. For the decision on the
presence or absence of a particular function under noisy conditions we propose a statistical mixture model enabling
unsupervised estimation of a detection threshold. Our results indicate that the prediction of the biomolecular
functions from the KEGG database is possible with a high sensitivity up to 94 percent. In this setting, the application of
the mixture model for automatic threshold calibration allowed the reduction of the falsely predicted functions down
to 4 percent. Furthermore, we found that our statistical approach even outperforms the prediction from a de novo
transcriptome assembly.
Conclusion: The analysis of an organism’s transcriptome can provide a solid basis for the prediction of biomolecular
functions. Using RNA-seq short reads directly, the functional profile of an organism can be reconstructed in a
computationally efficient way to provide a draft annotation in cases where the classical genome-based approaches
cannot be applied.
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Computational biology
Background
The inference of gene functions remains essential in the
analysis of de novo sequenced organisms granting first
insights into the organisms metabolic potential. Refer-
ence databases such as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes (KEGG) [1,2] and MetaCyc [3,4] provide
comprehensive information on metabolic pathways, bio-
chemical reactions, and biomolecular functions for a large
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number of known organisms. In particular, the databases
link gene– and protein–sequences with annotated func-
tions. Based on these references, bioinformatic tools can
be used to predict the functional repertoire of a newly
sequenced organism. If a comprehensive list of gene func-
tions is available then also the reconstruction of metabolic
pathways [5,6] is possible.
The functional capabilities of an organism are usu-
ally predicted from its genome [7]. Next–generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies [8] allow the comprehen-
sive sequencing with high coverage at low cost result-
ing in millions of short reads. These reads are merged
into contigs and scaffolds using dedicated assembly tools
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[9-11]. Afterwards, all genes have to be identified on
the contig sequences and the predicted genes are func-
tionally annotated by homology search using tools such
as BLAST [12]. For this functional annotation pipeline,
a high quality genome sequence is required to achieve
a sufficient prediction accuracy. While NGS assembly
is still a challenging problem [13,14], the genome-based
approach is nevertheless well-suitable for most of the
organisms investigated as of today. However, an increas-
ing number of organisms are examined where genome
sequencing and assembly is difficult to realize. Organ-
isms with a huge genome [15] are hard to sequence with
an acceptable genomic coverage. Further, hybrid organ-
isms [16,17] often originate from closely related species
and make an assembly of short reads nearly impossi-
ble due to the high similarity between the duplicated
chromosomes. Combinations of different sequencing and
assembly strategies may still be able to cope with these
problems, however, the cost may rapidly increase in such
cases [18].
To circumvent the difficulties of the genome-based
approach, pure transcriptomic analyses are a promising
alternative to investigate these organisms. RNA–seq [19]
allows the de novo sequencing of an organism’s transcrip-
tome similar to genomic NGS approaches. Although the
transcriptome in general only includes a subset of all
gene functions encoded in the genome, RNA–seq data
from different environmental conditions can show a broad
spectrum of themetabolic capabilities. In particular, when
using a suitable abstraction for the description of gene
functions, orthology-based databases, such as KEGG [1,2]
or KOG [20] can yield a good overview of the functional
repertoire.
In recent years, specialized tools have been developed
for de novo transcriptome assembly without a refer-
ence genome [21,22]. The assembled RNA contigs can
then be used to predict the organisms functional profile
directly, using the same techniques as in the genome-
based approach. Just like genomic assembly, the de novo
assembly of RNA–seq data requires high end computer
hardware to process the enormous amount of reads. Thus,
for many researchers it would be a highly desirable option
to infer the functional profile of an organism directly from
unassembled RNA–seq short read data.
Although the same homology search tools may be
applied to assign RNA–seq short reads to protein families
with annotated functions, the short length of sequenc-
ing reads may severely affect the quality of functional
predictions. Because short reads would frequently show
similarity to multiple protein families that share con-
served domains, the mapping to functions is inherently
ambiguous. Because this ambiguity cannot be resolved in
principle, the commonly used best-hit assignment easily
results in many spurious predictions.
In contrast to a prediction on an assembled contig, a
single short read assignment to a function generally does
not provide enough evidence for the presence of that
function. Hence, the abundance and the quality of read
assignments to functional categories have to be taken
into account to increase the evidence for a more reli-
able prediction. To rule out false predictions, functions
have to be filtered according to some suitable evidence
threshold.
To investigate the usability of RNA–seq short read data
for the prediction of the functional capabilities of an
organism, we conducted a case study using a publicly
available transcriptome dataset of A. thaliana from the
NCBI database. The short reads are mapped to func-
tionally classified amino acid sequences from the KEGG
database using four state–of–the–art homology search
tools. Based on their best–hit, the short reads are assigned
to functions and evidence values are estimated for all func-
tions. These evidence values are further analyzed using
an unsupervised mixture model approach to determine
an optimal prediction threshold for filtering of false pos-
itives. Finally, the results from all homology search tools
in combination with two different evidence estimation
methods are compared utilizing common performance
measures. In this study, we were able to reconstruct the
functional repertoire of A. thaliana with a sensitivity of
up to 94 percent and a specificity above 95 percent. Our
results indicate that unassembled RNA–seq short reads
can directly be used to predict the functional capabili-
ties of an organism with a high confidence. Thus, pathway
reconstruction can be performed efficiently even in situ-
ations where the classical genome-based approach is not
feasible. Further, we applied our short read approach to
the transcriptome of a fungi to demonstrate the versatility
of the method.
Methods
Our method for predicting the presence or absence
of a particular function is based on the discrimina-
tion between strong and weak sequence homologies
based on different degrees of similarity with respect
to protein families from a broad range of organisms.
This discrimination is realized by a statistical mixture
model for analyzing the evidence measure as derived
from the frequencies and similarity scores of short read
assignments.
In our study we utilized the model plant A. thaliana as
a test organism to evaluate the performance of the pre-
diction of functions from unassembled RNA short reads
based on existing annotations in KEGG. In the following,
we outline the study setup, utilized data, and methods.
A schema of the implemented work–flow is shown in
Additional file 1.
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Database of functionally classified proteins
In our study, functions are represented by KEGG
Ortholog groups (KO). Here, all potential functions are
represented by specific sets of amino acid sequences from
different domains of life including bacteria, plants, and
animals. The RNA–seq reads are compared against these
protein families where similarity hits yield some evidence
for the corresponding function.
From the KEGG database, we downloaded all amino
acid sequences that are annotated with a KOa and com-
bined them into a multiple FASTA file. Sequences origi-
nating from Brassicaceaeb were removed to simulate the
analysis of a “novel” organism that has no close relatives
included in the database. The final FASTA file contained
more than 4.87 million sequences from 16,423 KOs asso-
ciated with 2881 organisms.
Assignment of RNA–seq reads to functions
We utilize four tools to assign the RNA–seq reads to the KO
protein sequences. The standard tool for homology search is
BLAST ([12], version NCBI BLAST 2.2.26+), in our context
BLASTX, because DNA sequences are aligned to proteins
sequences. BLASTX is computationally expensive and
therefore only 10 percent of each sample are processed.
The RAPSearch ([23], version 2.12) and PAUDA [24] tools
accelerate BLASTX by using a reduced amino acid alpha-
bet of 10 different symbols for RAPSearch and four for
PAUDA ([25], version 1.0.1). Thereby, RAPSearch and
PAUDA are about two and four magnitudes faster than
BLASTX, respectively. Finally, we use the Ultrafast Protein
Classification tool ([26], version 1.1.1) which implements a
direct classification of the reads to KOs based on inexact
word matches and machine learning.
Specific databases for all tools were generated by the
corresponding software based on the KO FASTA file (see
section Database of functionally classified proteins). For
the homology search, we set very liberal thresholds: the
BLASTX and RAPSearch E–value cut–off is set to 10
and the protein threshold of Uproc to 0. Unfortunately,
PAUDA internally uses fixed thresholds for filtering but
does not offer an option to change them. Therefore, we
employed PAUDAusing its standard cut–off which results
in a low number of read assignments (see Results). Addi-
tionally, we activate the “short read” option of Uproc.
The result of each tool contains mappings of the reads to
KOs and report the quality of the mapping in terms of
a score, e.g. the bit score from BLASTX. For BLASTX,
RAPSearch, and PAUDA the mapping can be ambiguous
for a single read. This ambiguity is resolved by considering
only the hit with the highest score (“best hit”).
Estimation of evidence for metabolic functions
Using the KEGG database for functional annotation, a
function is considered to be present in an organism
if there exists a high similarity between a protein of
the organism under investigation and a functionally
annotated protein in the reference database of KEGG
orthologs. Because sequence homology may also exist
with respect to distant organisms, for example plant
protein sequences often show similarities to bacterial
protein families, the similarity–based prediction of func-
tions must be able to distinguish between strong and
weak homologies. For that reason we employ an adap-
tive two-component mixture model for analysis of the
sequence–based evidence measure. We calculate an evi-
dence measure for each function f based on the scores
of the assigned hits Hf . In this study, we evaluate four
distinct evidence measures:
• count refers to the number of hits for a particular
function
C(f ) =| Hf |






• mean–score is the average hit score
MS(f ) = 1| Hf | · SOS(f )
• scaled mean–score (SMS) adjusts the mean–score
with the ratio of the log–scaled counts to the
maximum counts
SMS(f ) = log(| Hf |)log(maxg | Hg |) · MS(f )
The count and sum–of–scores measures are biased by
gene expression level but commonly used because they
are easy to interpret. Therefore, we also consider the
above mean–based measures that are less influenced by
the expression level.
Quality filtering using automatic threshold estimation
Because we utilize liberal thresholds for homology search
of the RNA–seq short reads, also weak hits contribute
their score to the evidence measures of the functions.
Therefore, some evidence is found for most of the func-
tions in the database and a statistical mixture model is
used to discriminate between strong (“true”) and weak
(“false”) evidence.
For each sample all possible combinations of a particular
tool and evidence measure are evaluated and an opti-
mal threshold is determined employing a two-component
mixture model. The models consist of two probability dis-
tributions that represent functions with low and high evi-
dence, respectively. After fitting themodel to the observed
evidence values, the optimal threshold is determined by
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minimizing the risk for false predictions. Functions with
a high evidence value above that threshold are considered
present in a particular sample for the corresponding tool
and measure combination.
For the mean–score measure, a mixture of two Gaus-
sian distributions is employed which is fitted by an EM
algorithm [27]. The scaledmean–score values aremodeled
by two Gamma distributions that are fitted by the SEM
algorithm [28,29].
Using replicates for consensus prediction
The five technical replicates (see Section Transcriptomic
RNA–seq dataset) are processed independently with
regard to each tool and evidence measure. Because the
short read data varies in different replicates, a function
will gain different evidence values and might be filtered
differently. We evaluate the robustness of our approach
in terms of the stability of results for a specific tool
and measure combination by comparing the prediction
performances across replicates. Additionally, we test a
consensus–based approach to further reduce the number
of false positive predictions. Hereby, a function is consid-
ered present if it is predicted in a minimum number c of
replicates. Note that the consensus approach is expected
to remove false positives but may also eliminate true func-
tions. Therefore, the prediction quality is evaluated for
different consensus thresholds ranging from one to five
replicates for the A. thaliana data set.
Transcriptomic RNA–seq dataset
In contrast to the genome, the transcriptome of an organ-
ism varies with respect to the environment. For prediction
of the complete range of biomolecular functions, RNA–
seq data is required that covers a broad variety of environ-
mental conditions. For higher eukaryotes, also a variety of
different tissues and growth stages has to be sampled.
For the case study, RNA–seq data of A. thaliana Col-0 is
utilized originating from an experiment that investigates
alternatively spliced genes [30,31]. The RNA of flowers
and 10–day seedlings was pooled and from this pool five
technical replicates were sampled and sequenced. The
samples consist of approximately 10 to 30 million single–
end reads of about 150 bp length resulting in a total of
about 110 million reads. We used PRINSEQ [32] to filter
out reads with an average Phred score lower than 25. Each
of the five samples was processed independently.
Using Bowtie2 [33] we mapped the reads to the 7489
gene sequences of A. thaliana that are annotated with a
KOc. From each sample at least 35% of the reads hit at least
one of the genes. In total, mappings were found to 7311
genes (98%) covering 3141 annotated functions (99.9%).
Therefore, the dataset is actually suitable to character-
ize the full functional repertoire in terms of the KEGG
Orthologs.
Evaluation of prediction performance
The utilized KEGG database annotates 3,146 functions
(KOs) for A. thaliana that we consider as positives (P)
while all other functions are negatives (N). In our eval-
uation, we count predicted and annotated KOs as true
positives (TP) while false positives (FP) correspond to pre-
dicted but not annotated functions. We then measure the
prediction accuracy in terms of the true positive rate (or






ficity (1− false positive rate), and positive predictive value(
or precision: TPTP+FP
)
. The F1–Score, the harmonic mean
of precision and sensitivity, is used as single index for the
prediction quality after filtering.
De novo transcriptome assembly
Additionally, we compare our novel method to the pre-
dictions obtained via de novo transcriptome assembly. We
assembled the RNA contigs of each sample using IDBA-
tran [22] and utilized BLASTX to search for homologous
sequences in the same database that was used for the
short read assignment. The performance of this approach
is evaluated for different E–value thresholds ranging from
10 to 10−100.
Results
In this study, we predicted the functional repertoire
of A. thaliana from RNA–seq data by assignment of
short reads to biomolecular functions in terms of KEGG
Orthologs (KO) using four homology search tools. All
software tools were able to assign large numbers of reads
to the KOs from the reference database (see Additional
file 2). Only PAUDA mapped a smaller amount of reads
because it internally uses restrictive thresholds. Except for
PAUDA, all tools also hit a large number of KOs.
Regarding runtime there were large differencesd: UProC
required about 10 to 15 minutes per sample depending
on the actual size, PAUDA took 30 to 60 minutes, while
RAPSearch needed 35 to 40 hours. BLASTX required sev-
eral days to process 10 percent of a sample which led to an
estimated runtime of 3 to 5 weeks per complete sample.
Evaluation of scoring methods
In the estimation of the evidence for each function we
compared four distinct measures (values are provided in
Additional file 3). The performance of the different evi-
dence measures was evaluated first to determine their
general suitability as a measure for prediction. Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) and Area–Under–Curve
(AUC) for the different tools and evidence measures (see
Table 1 and Additional file 4) clearly showed that, on aver-
age, the functions annotated for A. thaliana gain higher
evidence than other functions. The AUC was above 0.92
for all methods and tools (Table 1). Tool–wise comparison
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Table 1 Prediction performance for different tools before
filtering
Tool Sensitivity AUC (in %)
(in %) count sum–of– means– scaledmean–
scores core score
BLASTX 97.21 92.02 93.09 94.96 94.95
RAPSearch 97.04 96.13 96.26 95.38 96.78
PAUDA 96.36 96.89 96.94 94.66 97.07
UProC 97.10 92.20 95.62 95.68 96.03
Maximum F1–Score (in %)
count sum–of– mean– scaledmean–
scores score score
BLASTX 74.19 76.77 84.60 82.80
RAPSearch 87.03 87.72 86.13 89.50
PAUDA 88.30 88.63 83.09 89.28
UProC 75.01 87.67 88.60 89.93
The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated on sorted functions. The
maximum F1–Score corresponds to the best possible separation between false
and true predictions. Quality scores are averaged over all samples. The
maximum AUC and F1–Score per tool are marked in bold text.
of the AUCs showed that mean–score and scaled mean-
score are more suitable than count and sum–of–scores evi-
dence measures. We additionally evaluated the discrim-
inative power of the different measures by means of the
maximum achievable F1–Score (see Table 1). Again, the
mean–based evidence measures were superior. Therefore,
we restricted our further evaluation to these measures.
Threshold calibration
For each replicate sample and particular homology search
tool, the evidence values were modeled by probability dis-
tributions as described in Section “Quality filtering using
automatic threshold estimation”. Histograms of the evi-
dence values with fitted distributions (see Figure 1 and
Additional file 5) showed that the fitting of the mean–
score values for RAPSearch was problematic because the
Gaussian distribution was not suitable to correctly model
the falsely predicted functions. Therefore, we expected a
large number of falsely predicted functions for this combi-
nation. Further, the fitting of the scaled mean–score values
did not work well for BLASTX assignments because the
evidence distributions for false and true functions are
strongly overlapping which resulted in filtering out large
numbers of annotated functions. Nonetheless, we calcu-
lated optimal filter thresholds from all models.
After application of the thresholds, we evaluated the
prediction performance (see Table 2, Additional files 6
and 7). As introduced in Table 2, the filtered MS results
are very sensitive but show a large number of false posi-
tives. As a results of the poor threshold calibration, 42% of
the functions predicted from RAPSearch assignments are
false positives. Compared to the MS evidence measure,
filtered SMS results are a little less sensitive for UProC and
RAPSearch but the number of false positive predictions
is substantially lower. The combination of BLASTX with
SMS measure is unsuitable because of the low sensitivity
that originates from the overlapping evidence distribu-
tions.
In terms of the F1–Score as a single performance index,
the SMS evidence measure is superior to the MS mea-
sure for RAPSearch, PAUDA, and UProC. Comparing the
achieved average F1–Scores with the maximal achievable
F1–Scores (see Table 1) displays that the filtering of the
evidence values is close to optimal filtering in most cases.
Consensus prediction evaluation
We evaluated the robustness of our approach by means
of the variation in prediction performance across the five
samples. Results obtained via the mean–score (MS) mea-
sure show a high variation for all tools (see Figure 2).
Especially PAUDA and RAPSearch showed a single out-
lier. Also, the scaled mean–score (SMS) results based on
BLASTX and PAUDA show a high variation while the
SMS results from RAPSearch and UProC assignments
were very robust (see Figure 3).
To reduce the number of false positive predictions, we
combined the five samples per tool by the consensus
approach considering a function to be present if predicted
in a given number of samples. The false and true posi-
tive rates for the MS results (see Figure 2 and Additional
file 8) showed that an increasing consensus threshold con-
siderably reduces the number of false predictions for all
tools. However, results on RAPSearch assignments still
contain large numbers of false positives for all thresh-
olds as an effect of the inefficient filter threshold. PAUDA
with MS evidence measure profits most from a consen-
sus prediction. But for the SMS measure, the consensus
prediction decreased sensitivity for PAUDA severely (see
Figure 3 and Additional file 8). Again, BLASTX results
with SMS measure are very insensitive as a result of the
poor threshold calibration. For SMS based predictions
from RAPSearch and UProC assignments, the consensus
prediction had only slight influence on the performance.
The results suggest a preference for the UProC tool with
the scaled mean–score evidence measure. While results
from UProC and RAPSearch read assignments yielded a
high prediction quality and robustness, UProC was much
faster compared to RAPSearch. PAUDA was also able to
achieve a high F1–Score using the MS evidence mea-
sure and a high consensus threshold but the single sample
predictions were less robust.
Comparison to de novo transcriptome assembly
To compare ourmethod with existing approaches, we pre-
dicted the functional repertoire of A. thaliana using a
de novo transcriptome assembly and BLASTX homology




Figure 1 Score distribution and fitted Gammamixture model. Histogram of scores from sample SRR360152 with threshold estimator using
scaledmean–score and Gamma Mixture Model. The evidence value histograms of the falsely predicted and the annotated functions are colored in
red and green, respectively. The curves correspond to the probability distributions of the two component mixture model. Although the probability
density curves are shown colored in the plot, the fitting of the model was performed in an unsupervised manner. Histograms were generated from
sample SRR360152 based on the results from BLASTX (a), RAPSearch (b), PAUDA (c), and UProC (d).
search with different E–value thresholds (see Table 3).
Here, we were also able to detect up to 95.6% of the func-
tions annotated for A. thaliana using a high threshold
of 10 for maximum sensitivity. Thereby, the assembly–
based approach was only slightly more sensitive than our
short read approach. Lower E–value thresholds increased
specificity, but thresholds below 10−50 severely reduced
sensitivity. For comparison, we examined the F1–Scores
at different E–value thresholds in contrast to the F1–
Scores achieved by our approach. Tables 2 and 3 clearly
display, that our approach utilizing UProC read assign-
ments and the scaled mean–score evidence measure per-
formed better than the de novo assembly approach over
the whole range of E–value thresholds. In terms of the
F1–Score, the performance of our approach is at least 7%
higher.
Table 2 Average performance after filtering
MS TPR FPR PPV F1
BLASTX 92.85 8.57 72.64 81.50
RAPSearch 96.66 17.19 57.98 72.47
PAUDA 94.68 9.38 71.41 81.34
UProC 94.97 9.34 71.34 81.47
SMS TPR FPR PPV F1
BLASTX 54.94 1.00 93.60 68.54
RAPSearch 93.75 4.26 84.35 88.80
PAUDA 87.31 2.33 90.20 88.72
UProC 94.02 4.76 82.88 88.10
Performance averaged over all samples after filtering themean–score (MS) using
Gaussian mixture model and the scaledmeanU˝score (SMS) by Gammamixture
model True positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), positive predictive value
(PPV), and F1–Score (F1) are utilized as performance measures. All values are
given in percent.
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Figure 2 Prediction performance after filtering and consensus onmean–score evidence values. The arrows indicate the increasing consensus
threshold ranging from one to five.
Figure 3 Prediction performance after filtering and consensus on scaledmean–score evidence values. The arrows indicate the increasing
consensus threshold ranging from one to five.
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Table 3 Performance of the functional prediction from de
novo transcriptomic assembly using different E–value
thresholds
E-value cutoff FPR TPR PPV F1
10 89.63 95.69 20.16 33.30
1e-1 50.86 95.69 30.79 46.59
1e-5 35.67 95.59 38.79 55.19
1e-10 26.62 95.49 45.89 61.99
1e-25 15.24 94.31 59.41 72.90
1e-50 08.33 89.44 71.74 79.62
1e-75 04.59 80.43 80.56 80.49
1e-100 02.95 72.52 85.31 78.40
True positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), positive predictive value (PPV),
and F1–Score (F1) are utilized as performance measures. All values are given in
percent.
Application
To demonstrate its versatility, we applied our novel
method to the fungi Verticillium dahliae JR2 [34]. The
transcriptomics data set [35] only comprises four samples.
The samples involve two different experimental condi-
tions with two samples taken from a mutant. For the
read assignments, we utilized UProC and calculated the
evidence values with the scaled mean–score measure.
At first, we utilized the full KEGG database contain-
ing all 4.88 million protein sequences annotated with a
KO. From the four samples, we predicted 2753 func-
tions using a consensus threshold of three (see Additional
file 9). Although V. dahliae JR2 was not contained in the
KEGG database, we identified the closely related organ-
ism V. alfalfae. Therefore we repeated the experiment
after removing V. alfalfae from the database. Without V.
alfalfae, 2807 functions were predicted.
We compared these results with a prediction based
on the proteomee that predicted 2977 functions (see
Additional file 10). Using these functions as reference, our
predictions with and without V. alfalfae proteins in the
database achieved an F1–Score of 89% and 88%, respec-
tively.
In both cases, we were able to efficiently map large
amounts of the reads to the reference database and to
calculate evidence values per function. The Gamma mix-
ture models reflected the bimodality of the evidence
distributions and therefore were useful to automatically
determine prediction thresholds.
Discussion
We investigated the potential of unassembled RNA–seq
data for the prediction of the functional repertoire of an
organism based on a statistical mixturemodel for discrim-
inating between strong and weak sequence homologies.
Although we used A. thaliana as a test species for eval-
uation, our approach is not restricted or specialized on
plants. The proposed method may in fact be used for a
broad range of organisms which is also indicated in our
application to the fungiV. dahliae JR2. Themethod should
be most beneficial in situations where the genome of the
organism under study or a closely related genome is not
available. Therefore, our statistical approach is focused
on particular applications and is not intended to provide
a general tool for the improvement of functional anno-
tation. In cases where the genome of the organism is
sequenced and a well–annotated closely related genome
exists, it is unlikely that our method can improve upon
the classical annotation approach based on the identifi-
cation of all orthologous genes. Further, it will generally
not be possible with short read data alone to distin-
guish between orthologs and paralogs. This shortcoming
clearly shows the limits of a merely homology–based
inference. To finally overcome these limitations, the com-
plete genome sequence and related organisms with high
quality genome annotations would be required. There-
fore, the main potential of our approach is to provide
a draft annotation of the functional repertoire in cases
where the classical genome-based approaches cannot be
applied. This also suggests the application of our approach
to metagenomic data where the clustering of sequencing
reads [36-38] could be used as a basis to reconstruct the
functional repertoire for the most abundant organisms in
a microbial community.
A key element of our approach is the similarity–based
assignment of RNA–seq short reads to functionally anno-
tated protein families. In our study we evaluated and com-
pared different software tools for read assignment that
vary in methodology, speed, and general sensitivity. A par-
ticular requirement for our approach is the ability of the
assignment tools to yield an evidence measure that is able
to differentiate between weak and strong sequence simi-
larities. For successful fitting of the evidence values by the
two–component mixture model, also a probability distri-
bution is required that is able to represent the variation of
the observed values. Our case study was intended to iden-
tify combinations that can achieve a successful discrimi-
nation. Nonetheless, some of the results may be improved
by more complex distribution models that can better rep-
resent the statistical variation of a particular evidence
measure. For instance, the RAPSearch-based mean–score
values might be modeled using a mixture of generalized
extreme value probability distributions [39]. Based on our
results so far, we would suggest the use of UProC in com-
bination with the scaled mean–score measure because of
computational speed and because the predictions show
a good F1–Score while providing a high stability across
replicates.
Finally, we would like to point out that our discrimi-
native approach to the prediction of functions requires
an orthology database that covers a broad range of
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organisms. Although such databases, like KEGG, may not
reach the level of detail and the annotation quality of
a more specialized resource, these databases are valu-
able for broad comparisons and widely used by biological
researchers. In our case, it is essential that the spectrum
of evidence values shows a bimodality that allows the dis-
crimination between true and false candidate functions.
Although, for all organisms that we analyzed so far we
observed a strong bimodality, we cannot exclude that
for organisms that are too far from any of the reference
species in KEGG, the bimodality may become too weak
for a reliable prediction. However, it is unlikely that in
this case a more specialized database of closely related
organisms is available for a better prediction.
Conclusion
Our results show that it is possible to predict the func-
tional repertoire of an organism based on unassembled
RNA–seq high–throughput data. Compared to the clas-
sical genome–based approach, the use of RNA–seq short
reads can substantially reduce the experimental effort and
at the same time facilitates computation because there is
no need for assembly and gene prediction. Furthermore,
our approach extends the range of organisms that can
be studied and can, for instance, be applied to organisms
with complex genomes that complicate sequencing and
assembly. The proposed method provides an important
alternative when classical approaches are not applicable.
In our evaluation of different homology search tools we
found that UProC can achieve an ultra–fast assignment of
reads to functions without loss of sensitivity compared to
computationallymore expensive tools. As a central feature
of our approach, the proposed evidence measures in com-
bination with a statistical mixture model enable an auto-
matic calibration of the prediction threshold. Combining
the UProC read assignment with the scaled mean–score
evidence measure furthermore yields the most stable pre-
dictions across different replicate samples. In our KEGG-
based evaluation of the prediction performance, about
94% of the annotated functions could be predicted with
only 4% false positives. In this evaluation we also found
that our short read approach achieved a better F1 per-
formance than a computationally more expensive de novo
transcriptome assembly approach.
Endnotes
aKEGG FTP Release 2014-03-17.
bnamely A. thaliana, Arabidopsis lyrate, Capsella
rubella, and Eutrema salsugineum.
cBowtie2 was applied with default options and -local
mode.
dAll homology search tools were executed on a
compute server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E7 CPUs (2 GHz)
with 8 parallel threads. To annihilate influences of
reading and writing files to the hard disk, all data was
kept in memory.
eBLASTP homology search with e–Value threshold
10−25.
Additional files
Additional file 1: Work flow of the study. Visualization of the work-flow
for this study.
Additional file 2: Mapping statistics. For each tool and sample, the
number of mapped reads, hits, and distinct functions are given. PAUDA
only maps approximately 17% of the query reads to the amino acid
sequences in the database while BLASTX and RAPSearch both map about
40% of them. Most reads were classified by UProC. Because no stringent
threshold is used for the mapping, all tools hit many false functions (about
3000 true functions are expected). Therefore, a filtering for false positive
hits is required.
Additional file 3: Evidence values. These tables contain the calculated
count and sum–of–scores evidence measures per function. The mean
based evidence measures can be calculated from these two measures. The
“Label” indicates wether the function is annotated in the reference
database for A. thaliana by containing a value above zero.
Additional file 4: Evaluation of Scoring Methods. ROC curves for the
different scoring methods per sample and tool. All features were ranked
according to the calculated evidence and performance is calculated for
each rank.
Additional file 5: Histograms of scores. The distributions of themean–
score evidence measures are modeled by two Gaussian distributions and
fitted by an unsupervised Expectation–Maximization algorithm. The scaled
mean–score evidence values are modeled by two Gamma distributions.
The evidence value histograms of the falsely predicted and the annotated
functions are colored in red and green, respectively. The curves correspond
to the probability distributions of the two component mixture model.
Although the probability density curves are shown colored in the plot, the
fitting of the model was performed in an unsupervised manner. Histograms
were generated for all combinations of samples and tools. Even though
the algorithms have converged to the maximum likelihood solution, the
resulting models sometimes do not fit the observed data very well.
Additional file 6: Performance for Gaussian model–based filtering on
mean–score values. Quality of the filtering for all tools regarding the
mean–scores. True–Positive–Rate (TPR), False–Positive–Rate (FPR), Precision
( Positive–Predictive–Values) and F1–Score (F1) were calculated after
filtering the single samples.
Additional file 7: Performance for Gammamodel–based filtering on
scaledmean–score values. Quality of the filtering for all tools regarding
the scaledmean–scores. True–Positive–Rate (TPR), False–Positive–Rate
(FPR), Precision ( Positive–Predictive–Values) and F1–Score (F1) were
calculated after filtering the single samples.
Additional file 8: Performance after filtering and different consensus
thresholds. To combine the samples, different consensus thresholds c
were applied. A function was predicted present if contained in at least c
samples after filtering the samples. See also Figures 2 and 3.
Additional file 9: Prediction on V. dahliae JR2. The scores and
predictions calculated for V. dahliae JR2 using the full KEGG database.
Additional file 10: Comparison of the predicted functions of V.
dahliae JR2. Venn diagram comparing the number of predicted functions
from the transcriptome using the full database, after removing V. alfalfae
and the genome, respectively.
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